Systems and methods for providing an adaptive bias circuit that may include a differential amplifier, low-pass filter, and common source amplifier or common emitter amplifier. The adaptive bias circuit may generate an adaptive bias output signal depending on input signal power level. As the input power level goes up, the adaptive bias circuit may increase the bias voltage or bias current of the adaptive bias output signal. A power amplifier (e.g., a differential amplifier) may be biased according to the adaptive bias output signal in order to reduce current consumption at low power operation levels.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR AN ADAPTIVE BIAS CIRCUIT FOR A DIFFERENTIAL POWER AMPLIFIER

RELATED APPLICATION

This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/212,798, filed on Dec. 11, 2008, and entitled "SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR AN ADAPTIVE BIAS CIRCUIT FOR A DIFFERENTIAL POWER AMPLIFIER", which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety as if fully set forth herein.

FIELD OF INVENTION

The invention relates generally to power amplifiers, and more particularly, to systems and methods for adaptive bias circuits for differential power amplifiers.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

An amplifier typically has low efficiency and large linearity margins at low power regions, and high efficiency and small linearity margins at high power regions. For linear amplifiers, the linearity is limited to the highest output power condition, which is known as the saturated region. The linearity and efficiency of an amplifier may be affected by the bias conditions of the amplifier. Adaptive biasing generates an appropriate bias to enhance the performance of power amplifiers with respect to their input and/or output power levels.

Amplifiers may be classified depending on their associated bias level and current conduction angle. These classifications include class-A, class-B, class-AB, and class-C amplifiers. For instance, a class-A amplifier has the highest bias level with the highest linearity, and class-C has the lowest bias level with the lowest linearity. In contrast, class-A amplifiers have the lowest efficiency, and class-C amplifiers have the highest efficiency. This is because typically the efficiency of an amplifier has an opposite reaction to bias conditions than that of an amplifier’s linearity.

However, if the bias of the amplifier is controlled adaptively, it can achieve better performance compared to an amplifier with fixed bias conditions. For instance, if the amplifier is biased near class-B at a low power region and class-A at a high power region, it can achieve better efficiency at the low power region and better linearity at the high power region while still meeting acceptable linearity specifications at the low power region and acceptable efficiency specifications at the high power region.

Fundamental configurations of most conventional adaptive biasing schemes for power amplifiers are composed of a power detector component, a low-pass filter, and a bias voltage or current generating component. FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram for a conventional power amplifier with a conventional adaptive bias circuit providing a feedback signal. A power amplifier with a feedback signal has a highly efficient linear performance. For the power amplifier 12 shown in FIG. 1, an output signal is sampled by an output sampler 14, and the sampled signal is then filtered by a filter 16. The filtered signal power is detected by a detector 18, and the detected signal is controlled by a control circuit 20. This controlled signal re-biases the power amplifier 12. The control circuit 20 adjusts the power amplifier 12 to maximize efficiency with an allowable distortion.

Another schematic diagram for a power amplifier with a conventional adaptive bias circuit is shown in FIG. 2. FIG. 2 shows a class C amplifier that has linearized with dynamic biasing. The bias circuit includes a sampling stage, two current mirrors with RF filters, and a resistive divider to provide dynamic biasing. This configuration shown in FIG. 2 makes a class C amplifier work like a class B amplifier, but with increased efficiency.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Example embodiments of the invention may provide for an adaptive bias circuit, which may include a differential amplifier, low-pass filter, and a common source amplifier if a field-effect transistor (FET) is utilized (or alternatively, a common emitter amplifier if a bipolar junction transistor (BJT) is utilized). In an example embodiment of the invention, the adaptive bias circuit may generate an adaptive bias output signal depending on an input signal power level. As input power level goes up, the adaptive bias circuit increases the bias voltage or bias current of the adaptive bias output signal. The adaptive bias output signal may be a gate bias voltage if received by a gate of a FET or otherwise a base current if received by a base of a BJT.

According to another example embodiment of the invention, there is an adaptive bias circuit for controlling an operation of an amplifier. The adaptive bias circuit may include a differential amplifier that receives differential input signals and generates amplified differential input signals; a current mirror that converts the amplified differential input signals into a single-ended signal; a low-pass filter that filters out one or more high-frequency components of the single-ended signal to generate a filtered single-ended signal; and a common-source amplifier or common-emitter amplifier that receives the filtered single-ended signal and generates an adaptive bias signal for operating a power amplifier.

According to another example embodiment of the invention, there is a power amplification system. The system may include a plurality of power amplifiers configured in parallel, where the plurality of power amplifiers receive at least one common input signal, where each of the plurality of power amplifiers generates a respective at least one amplified output signal, where respective at least one amplified output signal are combined to provide at least one combined amplified signal, and a plurality of adaptive bias circuits corresponding to each of the plurality of power amplifiers for providing a respective adaptive bias signal to the respective power amplifier, where at least two of the plurality of adaptive bias circuits have differing bias ranges for the provided respective adaptive bias signals. Each of at least two of the plurality of adaptive bias circuits may include a differential amplifier that receives differential input signals and generates amplified differential input signals; a current mirror that converts the amplified differential input signals to generate a single-ended signal; a low-pass filter that filters out one or more high-frequency components of the single-ended signal to generate a filtered single-ended signal; and a common-source amplifier or common-emitter amplifier that receives the filtered single-ended signal and generates the respective adaptive bias signal for operating the respective power amplifier.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Having thus described the invention in general terms, reference will now be made to the accompanying drawings, which are not necessarily drawn to scale, and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram for a power amplifier with a conventional adaptive bias circuit.

FIG. 2 is another schematic diagram for a power amplifier with a conventional adaptive bias circuit.
FIG. 3 illustrates an example adaptive bias circuit in accordance with an example embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 4 illustrates another example adaptive bias circuit in accordance with an example embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 5 illustrates an example amplifier with an adaptive bias circuit in accordance with an example embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 6 illustrates another example amplifier with an adaptive bias circuit in accordance with an example embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 7 illustrates an example of multiple parallel amplifiers with multiple adaptive bias circuits in accordance with an example embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 8 illustrates another example of multiple parallel amplifiers with multiple adaptive bias circuits in accordance with an example embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Embodiments of the invention now will be described more fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which some, but not all embodiments of the invention are shown. Indeed, these inventions may be embodied in many different forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein; rather, these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will satisfy applicable legal requirements. Like numbers refer to like elements throughout.

Embodiments of the invention may be directed to systems and methods for providing an adaptive bias circuit that may include one or more of a differential amplifier, a low-pass filter, and a common source amplifier if a field-effect transistor (FET) is utilized (or alternatively, a common emitter amplifier if a bipolar junction transistor (BJT) is utilized). The adaptive bias circuit may generate an adaptive bias output signal (e.g., a gate bias voltage if received by a gate of a FET or base current if received by a base of a BJT) depending on input signal power level. As the input power level goes up, the adaptive bias circuit may increase the bias voltage or bias current of the adaptive bias output signal. Thus, a power amplifier (e.g., a differential amplifier) may be biased according to the adaptive bias output signal by being able to reduce a current consumption at low power operation levels. In this way, the use of the adaptive bias circuit with a power amplifier may enable the power amplifier to achieve better linearity at low power operation levels. In particular, a biasing resistor may be connected across the gate of transistor to control the biasing current of the transistor.

During operation, the differential amplifier 302 amplifies differential input signals IN+, IN- to generate an amplified differential input signal. To do so, the differential amplifier 302 is configured such that the gate of the transistor 311 receives the non-inverted differential input signal IN+ while the gate of the transistor 312 receives the inverted differential input signal IN-. The differential inputs signals IN+, IN- generally have substantially equivalent magnitudes but opposite phases, according to an example embodiment of the invention. It will be appreciated that in accordance with an example embodiment of the invention, the differential input signals IN+, IN- may be received from one or more of the following nodes: (i) differential inputs of a differential power amplifier (ii) differential outputs of a differential power amplifier (iii) differential inputs of previous or next stage differential power amplifier (iv) differential outputs of previous or next stage differential power amplifier.

Still referring to FIG. 3, the source of transistor 311 may be electrically connected to the source of transistor 312, and both sources may be connected to ground (GND). The differential amplifier 302 may also be self-biased using biasing resistors 313, 314. In particular, a biasing resistor 313 may be connected across the gate and drain of the transistor 311. Similarly, a biasing resistor 314 may be connected across the gate and drain of the transistor 312.

The amplified differential signals generated by the differential amplifier 302 may be received by the active current mirror 304. The active current mirror 304 may be operative to convert the amplified differential signals from the differential amplifier 302 into a single-ended signal. More specifically, the amplified differential signals may be provided to the active current mirror 304 by connecting the drain of transistor 311 to the drain of transistor 315, and by connecting the drain of transistor 312 to the drain of transistor 316. The gate of transistor 315 may be connected to the gate of transistor 316. In addition, the gate of transistor 315 may further be connected or shorted to the drain of transistor 315 such that transistor 315 may be referred to as a diode-connected transistor. It will be appreciated that a diode may alternatively be utilized in place of a diode-connected transistor, according to an example embodiment of the invention. The sources of transistors 315, 316 may be connected to a maximum voltage source VREF.

The single-ended signal generated by the active current mirror 304 may be filtered by a low-pass filter that includes...
Similarly, voltage if received by a gate of a FET or otherwise a base FETs without departing from example embodiments of the invention. Thus, the output voltage of the adaptive bias output signal power of differential input signals RFIN+ and RFIN- in front of the transistor associated to voltage source VREF and the source of transistor may be connected to voltage source VREF and the source of transistor 318. Likewise, a second end of the capacitor 317 may be connected to the drains of the transistors 316, 312, which are commonly connected to the second end of biasing resistor 314 and the gate of transistor 318. The capacitor 317 may be used by the low-pass filter to remove one or more high frequency components (e.g., carrier frequency signal from IN+ and IN-) of the single-ended signal generated by the active current mirror 304.

Upon receiving the filtered single-ended signal at the gate of the transistor 318, the common source amplifier (or alternatively, common emitter amplifier) comprising transistor 318 may generate an adaptive bias output signal OUT based upon the gate bias of transistor 318. The adaptive bias output signal output OUT may be provided at the drain of transistor 318, which is likewise connected to a RC parallel load 306. The RC parallel load 306 may comprise a resistor 319 in parallel with a capacitor 320, which may be operative as a low-pass filter load. The RC parallel load 306 may be provided as the load of the common source amplifier (or alternatively, the common emitter amplifier) in order to filter out the high frequency components adaptive bias output signal OUT, according to an example embodiment of the invention. It will that adaptive bias output signal OUT may be a gate bias voltage if received by a gate of a FET or otherwise a base current if received by a base of a BJTs.

Still referring to the example adaptive bias circuit 300 of FIG. 3, the initial bias points of transistors 311, 312, 315, 316, and 318 may be determined by their respective gate (or base) lengths and respective gate (or base) widths, and voltage source VREF may define the maximum voltage for the adaptive bias output signal OUT, according to an example embodiment of the invention. The initial output voltage (or current) for the output signal OUT may be based upon the selection of transistors 318 and load resistor 319. The output voltage for the adaptive bias output signal OUT at saturation region of transistor 318 may be close to the maximum voltage defined by voltage source VREF.

In an example embodiment of the invention, the adaptive bias circuit 300 may generate adaptive bias (for output signal OUT) from the initial output voltage to VREF as the input differential signals IN+, IN− increases. As the input differential signals IN+, IN− increase, the average current through the differential amplifier 302 (comprising transistors 311 and 312) may increase. As a result, the drain voltages of transistors 311 and 312 may go down, and high frequency components may be filtered out by the low-pass filter comprising capacitor 317. As the gate voltage of transistor 318 goes down, the current through transistor 318 may increase and thus, the output voltage of the adaptive bias output signal OUT may increase.

FIG. 4 illustrates a variation of the example adaptive bias circuit of FIG. 3, according to an example embodiment of the invention. In particular, the example adaptive bias circuit 400 of FIG. 4 may be similar to the example bias circuit 300 of FIG. 3, except for the illustrative specification of bonding wires 421, 422, and 423. The bonding wires 421, 422, 423 may be provided for packaging. As an example, all of the components of the adaptive bias circuit 400 except for ground (GND), voltage source VREF, and the RC parallel load 306 may be packaged together, perhaps in a single chip. The bonding wire 421 may then be used connect the sources of transistors 311, 312 to an external ground (GND). Likewise, the bonding wire 422 may be used to connect the sources of transistors 315, 316, the first end of capacitor 317, and the source of transistor 318 to an external voltage source VREF. Similarly, the bonding wire 423 may be used to connect the drain of transistor 318 to an external RC parallel load 306. In example embodiment of the invention, the RC parallel load 306 may be implemented with off-chip components for tuning. It will be appreciated that bonding wires 421, 422, 423 may combine not only wires, according to an example embodiment of the invention. For example, bonding wires 421, 422, 423 may also include transmission lines, bonding pads, or solder bumps or balls, or other connection means according to example embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 5 illustrates a schematic diagram of an example differential amplifier with an adaptive bias circuit, where the inputs and output of the adaptive bias circuit are connected to the inputs of the example differential amplifier, in accordance with an example embodiment of the invention. As shown in the example embodiment of FIG. 5, the example amplifier with the adaptive bias circuit may include a differential amplifier 502 including transistors 532 and 533, an adaptive bias circuit 531, biasing resistors or choke inductors 536, 537, and input DC block capacitors 534 and 535. As configured, the differential amplifier 502 may include transistors 532 and 533, which each may be a MOSFET, and in particular an N-channel MOSFET, according to an example embodiment of the invention. It will be appreciated, however, that BJTs or FETs may be utilized instead of MOS-FETs without departing from example embodiments of the invention. Each transistor 532, 533 may include a respective gate, source, and drain. The source of the transistor 532 may be connected to the source of transistor 533, and both sources may be connected to ground (GND). The drains of transistors 532, 533 may be connected to a voltage source VDD via respective bonding wires 539, 540. In the example embodiment, the differential amplifier 502 may amplify input differential signals RFIN+ and RFIN−, which are generally received by the differential amplifier 502 through respective gates of transistors 532, 533. The differential amplifier 502 may provide the amplified differential output signals RFOUT, RFOUT+ via respective drains of the transistors 532, 533.

It will be appreciated that adaptive bias circuit 531 of FIG. 5 may be implemented as one of the adaptive bias circuits 300, 400 of FIG. 3 or 4, respectively, or a variation thereof. As shown in FIG. 5, the adaptive bias circuit 531 may receive input differential signals RFIN+, RFIN− as the respective inputs IN+, IN− of the adaptive bias circuit 531. The adaptive bias circuit 531 may then generate an adaptive bias output signal OUT for inputs (e.g., a voltage bias signal if received by a gate of a FET or a current bias signal if received by a base of a BJTs of transistors 532 and 533 of the differential amplifier 502. To do so, the adaptive bias circuit 531 may detect the power of differential input signals RFIN+ and RFIN− in front of the input DC block capacitors 534, 535 and may feed the generated adaptive bias output signal OUT to the virtual ground 538 of the differential amplifier inputs through the biasing resistors (or choke inductors) 536 and 537. The virtual ground 538 receiving the generated output signal OUT may be connected to respective first ends of biasing resistors (or choke inductors) 536 and 538. The second end of biasing resistor (or choke inductor) 536 may be connected to the gate (or alternatively, base) of transistor 532 as well as to a first end of the capacitor 534. The second end of the capacitor 534 may
be connected to the differential input signal RF\text{FIN}+. Likewise, the second end of the biasing resistor 537 may be connected to the gate of transistor 533 as well as to a first end of the capacitor 535. A second end of the capacitor 535 may be connected to the differential input signal RF\text{FIN}−.

It will be appreciated that the biasing resistors (or choke inductors) 536 and 537 may block the radio frequency (RF) input signals (RF\text{FIN}+, RF\text{FIN}−) and feed the adaptive bias output signal \text{OUT} from the adaptive bias circuit 531 through themselves. Moreover, the input DC block capacitors 534 and 535 may block the DC voltage of the adaptive bias circuit 531 input bias (e.g., from RF\text{FIN}+ and RF\text{FIN}−, the previous stage outputs).

FIG. 6 illustrates another schematic diagram of a differential amplifier with an adaptive bias circuit, where the inputs and outputs of the adaptive bias circuit are connected to outputs and inputs of the differential amplifier, respectively, in accordance with an example embodiment of the invention. As shown in the example embodiment of FIG. 6, the example amplifier with an adaptive bias circuit may include a differential amplifier 602 including transistors 652 and 653, an adaptive bias circuit 651, biasing resistors or choke inductors 656 and 657, and input DC block capacitors 654 and 655.

As configured, the differential amplifier 602 may include transistors 652 and 653, which each may be a MOSFET, and in particular an N-channel MOSFET, according to an example embodiment of the invention. It will be appreciated, however, that BJTs or other FETs may be utilized instead of MOSFETs without departing from example embodiments of the invention. Each transistor 652, 653 may include a respective gate, source, and drain. The source of the transistor 652 may be connected to the source of transistor 653, and both sources may be connected to ground (GND). The drains of transistors 652, 653 may be connected to a voltage source VDD via respective bonding wires 659, 660. In the example embodiment, the differential amplifier 602 may amplify input differential signals RF\text{FIN}+ and RF\text{FIN}−, which are generally received by the differential amplifier 602 through respective gates of transistors 652, 653. The differential amplifier 602 may provide the amplified differential output signals RF\text{OUT}−, RF\text{OUT}+ via respective drains of the transistors 652, 653.

It will be appreciated that adaptive bias circuit 651 of FIG. 6 may be implemented as one of the adaptive bias circuits 300, 400 of FIG. 3 or 4, respectively. As shown in FIG. 6, the adaptive bias circuit 651 may receive differential output signals RF\text{OUT}+, RF\text{OUT}− following DC block capacitors 661, 662 as the respective inputs IN−, IN+ of the adaptive bias circuit 651. The adaptive bias circuit 651 may then generate an adaptive bias output signal \text{OUT} for inputs (e.g., a voltage bias signal if received by a gate of a FET or a current bias signal if received by a base of a BJT) of transistors 652 and 653 of the differential amplifier 602. To do so, the adaptive bias circuit 651 may detect the power of differential output signals RF\text{OUT}+ and RF\text{OUT}−, and may feedback the generated adaptive bias output signal \text{OUT} to the virtual ground 658 of the differential amplifier 602 inputs through the biasing resistors (or choke inductors) 656 and 657. More specifically, the virtual ground 658 receiving the generated output signal \text{OUT} may be connected to respective first ends of biasing resistors (or choke inductors) 656 and 657. The second end of biasing resistor (or choke inductor) 656 may be connected to the gate of transistor 652 as well as to a first end of the DC block capacitor 654. The second end of the DC block capacitor 654 may be connected to the differential input signal RF\text{FIN}+. Likewise, the second end of the biasing resistor 657 may be connected to the gate (or alternatively, base) of transistor 653 as well as to a first end of the DC block capacitor 655. A second end of the capacitor 655 may be connected to the differential input signal RF\text{FIN}−.

It will be appreciated that the biasing resistors (or choke inductors) 656 and 657 may block the RF input signals (RF\text{FIN}+, RF\text{FIN}−) and feed the adaptive bias output signal \text{OUT} from the adaptive bias circuit 651 through themselves. Moreover, the input DC block capacitors 654 and 655 may block the previous stage DC voltage, and the output DC block capacitors 661 and 662 may block the output DC voltage (e.g., from RF\text{OUT}− and RF\text{OUT}+).

FIGS. 7 and 8 generally illustrate example power amplification systems for utilizing multiple parallel power combined amplifiers with multiple adaptive bias circuits, where at least two of the adaptive bias circuit can have a different bias range. As will be described in further detail below, such systems may include a plurality of power amplifiers (e.g., differential amplifiers) configured in parallel, where the plurality of power amplifiers may receive at least one common input signal, where each of the plurality of power amplifiers may generate a respective at least one amplified output signal, and where respective at least one amplified output signal are combined to provide at least one combined amplified signal. The systems may further utilize a plurality of adaptive bias circuits corresponding to each of the plurality of power amplifiers for providing respective adaptive bias signals to the respective power amplifier, where at least two of the plurality of adaptive bias circuits may have differing bias ranges for the provided respective adaptive bias signals.

More specifically, FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic diagram of multiple differential amplifiers with multiple adaptive bias circuits, where reference voltages may be different from each other in accordance with an example embodiment of the invention. As shown in the example embodiment of FIG. 7, the example multiple parallel amplifiers with multiple adaptive bias circuits may include multiple parallel amplifier sections 750, 760, and 770. In an example embodiment of the invention, each multiple parallel amplifier may be identical or may have a similar structure to the other amplifiers but with different device sizes. It will also be appreciated that the configuration of each of parallel amplifier section 750, 760, and 770 may be substantially similar to the configuration of the amplifier discussed with respect to FIG. 5, according to an example embodiment of the invention.

Still referring to the example embodiment shown in FIG. 7, an amplifier section 750 of the multiple parallel amplifier sections may include a differential amplifier including transistors 702 and 703, an adaptive bias circuit 701, biasing resistors or choke inductors 706 and 707, and input DC block capacitors 704 and 705. The differential amplifier that includes transistors 702 and 703 may amplify input differential signals RF\text{FIN}+ and RF\text{FIN}−. The adaptive bias circuit 701 may generate adaptive bias voltage for gates of transistors 702 and 703 of the differential amplifier according to reference voltage V\text{RF}1, as optionally provided using bonding wires 709, 710. The biasing resistors or choke inductors 706 and 707 may block the RF input signals and feed adaptive bias voltage through themselves. Moreover, input DC block capacitors 704 and 705 may block the adaptive bias circuit 701 input bias. In an example embodiment of the invention, the adaptive bias circuit 701 detects the input power RF\text{FIN}+ and RF\text{FIN}− in front of the input DC block capacitors 704 and 705 and feeds the generated adaptive bias at the virtual ground 708 of the differential amplifier inputs through the biasing resistors 706 and 707. In an example embodiment of the invention, the other amplifier sections 760 and 770 may include the same configuration as that of amplifier section 750.
A power amplification system, comprising:

1. A plurality of power amplifiers configured in parallel, wherein the plurality of power amplifiers receive at least one common input signal, wherein each of the plurality of power amplifiers generates a respective amplified output signal, wherein the respective at least one amplified output signal of each of the plurality of power amplifiers is combined to provide at least one combined amplified signal; and

2. A plurality of adaptive bias circuits corresponding to each of the plurality of power amplifiers for providing a respective adaptive bias signal to the respective power amplifier, wherein at least two of the plurality of adaptive bias circuits have differing bias ranges for the provided respective adaptive bias signals, wherein each of at least two of the plurality of adaptive bias circuits comprise:

- A differential amplifier that receives differential input signals and generates amplified differential input signals,
- A low-pass filter that filters out one or more high-frequency components of the single-ended signal to generate a filtered single-ended signal, and
- A common-source amplifier or common-emitter amplifier that receives the filtered single-ended signal and generates the respective adaptive bias signal for operating the respective power amplifier.

The power amplification system of claim 1, wherein the differential input signals are based upon either the at least one common input signal or the at least one amplified output signal generated by the respective power amplifier.

The power amplification system of claim 1, wherein one or more high-frequency components filtered out of the single-ended signal comprises a carrier signal, the carrier signal associated with the differential input signals.

The power amplification system of claim 1, wherein the differential amplifier comprises a first transistor having a first drain or collector and a second transistor having a second drain or collector, wherein the current mirror comprises a third transistor having a third drain or collector and a fourth transistor having a third source or emitter, wherein the common-source amplifier or common-emitter amplifier comprises a fifth transistor having a fifth drain or collector, and wherein the carrier signal associated with the differential input signals is amplified by the respective power amplifier.

The power amplification system of claim 4, wherein the third transistor further includes a third gate or base, wherein the fourth transistor further includes a fourth gate or base, wherein the third gate or base is connected to the fourth gate or base, and wherein the third gate or base is further connected to the third drain or collector such that the third transistor is a diode-connected transistor.

The power amplification system of claim 4, wherein the third transistor further includes a third source or emitter, wherein the fourth transistor further includes a fourth source or emitter, wherein the low-pass filter comprises a capacitor having a first end and a second end, wherein the common-source amplifier or common-emitter amplifier comprises a fifth transistor having a fifth gate or base, a fifth source or emitter, and a fifth drain or collector, wherein the third source or emitter, the fourth source or emitter, the first end of the capacitor, and the fourth source or emitter are connected together, wherein the third drain or collector, the second end of the capacitor, and the fifth gate or base are connected together.

What is claimed is:

1. A power amplification system, comprising:
   a plurality of power amplifiers configured in parallel, wherein the plurality of power amplifiers receive at least one common input signal, wherein each of the plurality of power amplifiers generates a respective amplified output signal, wherein the respective at least one amplified output signal of each of the plurality of power amplifiers is combined to provide at least one combined amplified signal; and

2. A plurality of adaptive bias circuits corresponding to each of the plurality of power amplifiers for providing a respective adaptive bias signal to the respective power amplifier, wherein at least two of the plurality of adaptive bias circuits have differing bias ranges for the provided respective adaptive bias signals, wherein each of at least two of the plurality of adaptive bias circuits comprise:

   - A differential amplifier that receives differential input signals and generates amplified differential input signals,
   - A low-pass filter that filters out one or more high-frequency components of the single-ended signal to generate a filtered single-ended signal, and
   - A common-source amplifier or common-emitter amplifier that receives the filtered single-ended signal and generates the respective adaptive bias signal for operating the respective power amplifier.

The power amplification system of claim 1, wherein the differential input signals are based upon either the at least one common input signal or the at least one amplified output signal generated by the respective power amplifier.

The power amplification system of claim 1, wherein one or more high-frequency components filtered out of the single-ended signal comprises a carrier signal, the carrier signal associated with the differential input signals.

The power amplification system of claim 1, wherein the differential amplifier comprises a first transistor having a first drain or collector and a second transistor having a second drain or collector, wherein the current mirror comprises a third transistor having a third drain or collector and a fourth transistor having a third source or emitter, wherein the common-source amplifier or common-emitter amplifier comprises a fifth transistor having a fifth drain or collector, and wherein the carrier signal associated with the differential input signals is amplified by the respective power amplifier.

The power amplification system of claim 4, wherein the third transistor further includes a third gate or base, wherein the fourth transistor further includes a fourth gate or base, wherein the third gate or base is connected to the fourth gate or base, and wherein the third gate or base is further connected to the third drain or collector such that the third transistor is a diode-connected transistor.

The power amplification system of claim 4, wherein the third transistor further includes a third source or emitter, wherein the fourth transistor further includes a fourth source or emitter, wherein the low-pass filter comprises a capacitor having a first end and a second end, wherein the common-source amplifier or common-emitter amplifier comprises a fifth transistor having a fifth gate or base, a fifth source or emitter, and a fifth drain or collector, wherein the third source or emitter, the fourth source or emitter, the first end of the capacitor, and the fourth source or emitter are connected together, wherein the third drain or collector, the second end of the capacitor, and the fifth gate or base are connected together.
wherein the generated adaptive bias signal is provided at
the fifth drain or collector.

7. The power amplification system of claim 1, wherein
each of at least two of the plurality of adaptive bias circuits
further comprise:
a load having at least a resistor in parallel with a capacitor,
the load connected to the common-source amplifier or
common-emitter amplifier, wherein the load is operative
to filter one or more high-frequency components of the
generated adaptive bias signal.

8. The power amplification system of claim 1, wherein
each of the plurality of power amplifiers comprises at least
one field-effect transistor (FET) or bipolar junction transistor
(BJT), wherein the respective adaptive bias signal is the adap­tive voltage signal if received by a gate of the at least one FET
of the power amplifier, and wherein the adaptive bias signal is
the adaptive current signal if received by a base of the at least
one BJT of the power amplifier.

9. The power amplification system of claim 1, wherein the
respective adaptive bias signal comprises an adaptive voltage
signal or an adaptive current signal.